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Samuel Sezak
Samuel Sezak. known as "Mr. University of
Maine Athletics" for his nearly 50 years of
association with the state university as a student,
coach and administrator, died Tuesday in a
Bangor hospital. He was 82.
A native of Russia, Sezak came to the United
states at age 4 and graduated from the universi-
ty in 1931. He coached ethicist: teams at Machias,
Milbridge, Rockland, Fairhaven. Mass., and
East Orange. N.J., before returning to Orono
in 1939 as freshman coach of three sports and
-11111AMIlStallt athletic director.
"No man has touched more lives on this cam-
pus ova the past 50 years than Samuel
Sezakr" said current athletic trainer Wes
Jordan,
Brud-Falieri haad-nionshihrity_ far the at hie Ic
dies at age 82
department, described Sezak as "canng, Jovial,
dedicated.. always there."
Sezak's coaching record at UMaine was 472
wins, 180 losses and 11 ties
In his last 10 years at the uni‘ersity. Sczak was
director of intermural sports Since his retirement
in 1971, he has been active as Chairman of the
Black Bear Hall Of Fame scholarship fund.
He was a charter member of the Maine Sports
Hall of Fame and in 1987 was named' to the
University of Maine Sports Hall of F 
 
Survivors include his wife, Ethel, of oftilio
and a daughter, Mary Anne Davis of Tampa,
Fla.
A funeral adTvie• will he held ct,...ciay at the
Church of Universal Fellowship in Orono.
vol. 1114 o.34s 
GS ficihts over
concert funding
by Jonathan Bach ment without financial back-
Staff Writer ing, " she said.
All resolutions concerning
- The smoke seems to have -ftnancial allocations have to go
cleared, but the battle scars to the Executive Budgetary
remain. Committee for consideration.
Student senators still have Loos said the resolution went to
mixed feelings about a con- the EBC on Feb. 24.
siderable and spontaneous Although the EBC veiled that
financial allocation to the Off- the resolution "oUght not to
Campus Board for an upcom- pass", the senate passed the
ing concert. resolution Feb. 28 after it was
In its Feb. 28 session, the "pulled" from its scheduled
General Student Senate nar- consideration date of March
rowly passed a controversial 21.
resolution that provided the 
— •
"You have to have money up
_OCB with $9.000 to fund •a___ 4ront" Loos said. "There are . Violent Femmes concert
. expenses that you have to payscheduled for April 10. for and we wanted to pay some
"It was a debacle," said
of those bills along the way."Cumberland Hall senator Dave Loos explained that expensesMcGowan. "I want a big-name included $6,800 for the band,concert here as much as the
next person, but I had a pro-
blem with the way they went
about it."
The resolution passed with
seven senators in favor, six
against and one abstention.
For any resolution to be
passed, at least 14 members of
the total 28 have to be present
McGowan presided over the
senate when the resolution
came up for consideration. He
had to momentarily step doan
from the chair in order to cast
his opposing vote.
publicity, stage rental, payment
to the Maine Canter for the
Arts of 50 cents from every
ticket sold, worker's wages,
sound equipment, lights, and
T-shirts for the stage crew.
During the Feb. 28 meeting,
Dunn Hall senator Roy
l'Irickson opposed the im-
prompt allocation ad walked
out of the senate. By doing so,
he prohibited the senate from
having the required number of
senators present to consider a
resolution.
re.
But Jessica Loos, of f-caspwa-----Atter coaxing by Androscog---------
senator and member of-the—gin- senator Bill Kennedy, -  
OCB, said the OCB had to Ukkkson came hack into the
make a commitment to won- -Mite chamber.
soring the concert that week.
"You can't make a commit- (see GSS page le)
East German economy growing sluggish
Despite high prices, short supplies,-officials are reluctant to embrace perestolka
by William Echikson
The Christian Science Monitor
Editor's Note: This is the second pan of
a three part series.
EAST BERLIN — Jorg Schafer. a
budding East German hockey star, picks
up a pair of skates and smiles. After
searching in five sports shops, he final-
ly has found a pair that fits his size 12
feet.
"The kates are good," he says.
"But the 's little choice."
On the first floor, sales girl Korrin
1,
Fluke arranges a pile of textiles. Tier
shelves overflow with purples and pinks,
reds and roses. But she isn't smiling.
"It's all polyester," she complains.
"We're always running short on good
cotton."
East Germany's centralized economy,
considered East Europe's strongest, is
beginning to show signs of wear and
tear. After years of expansion, sluggish
growth has set in. Its industrial plant
facilities are aging, and its trade balance,
precarious.
Complaints over prices and supplies
are mounting, while an unprecedented
debate has erupted over the wisdom of
heavily subsidizing basic consumer
goods.
Despite these difficulties, East Ger-
mans are reluctant to embrace
perestroika (restructuring). While some
officials talk of tinkering with the
system, no one discusses the possibility
of abandoning strict central planning.
Look at the problems faced by reform -
minded Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia,
and the Soviet Union.
"Why should we implement the
Hungarian or Polish system and suffer
inflation, indebtedness, and a falling
standard of living?" asks Jochen
Harzer, deputy-director general of the
Textima Kombinat. "We are doing bet-
ter. "
Mr. Harzer and other officials claim
their planning system remains relative-
ly efficient, thanks to the creation in the
late 1970s of Kombinate, big state com-
bines which group related factories and
offer useful economies of scale.
Compared to the rest of Eastern
Europe, not to speak of the Soviet
Union, housing and consumer durables
(see GERMAN page 3)
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The CD-ROM Reference Center, located near
the Library's East Entrance, has six
microcomputers that can find information from
The 1987 World Almanac and Book of Facts,
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, The Chicago
Manual of Style, The American Heritage
Dictionary,- Rogers- Thesaurus and several other
reference works. These are all avairable as you
type your paper.
All you need is a formatted 5 1/4" floppy
diskette and a working knowledge of
WordPerfect. The center is open during -
regular library hours. For further information,
contact Bryan Goodwin or Dick Swain at 581-
1675.
APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS
are requested for the
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
OUTSTANDING ACHEIVEWNT
AWARD
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement
Award is presented to up to twelve students, either
undergraduate or graduate, for outstanding achieve-
ment in non-academic endeavors. These awards will
-to-Vudentrwho will be-receiving
degrees in May. 1989, or August,
I. Community Service - public service in a broad
sense. either on or off campus.
2. C41111111411 Ckenshlp - student government
organizational  leadership, .creative activism,
-
Consumer prices increase slightly
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con-
sumer r.'ices by a drop in clothing
costs ancrilower increases for food.
rose a moderate 0.4 percent in
February, the government said Tues-
day in a report that claimed jittery
financial markets but did little to
alleviate economists' concerns about
rising inflationary pressures.
For the first two months of this
year, consumer prices have been-iii-
ins at an annual rate of 6.1 percent,
sharply higher than the increases of
4.4 percent or less turned in over the
kW Wren years.
At the wholesale level, inflation
looks even worse with prices racing
ahead at an annual rate of 12.7 per-
cent in the first two months of 1989.
Some economists look for infla-
tionary pressures on consumers to in-
tensify in the coming months as more
of the wholesale price increases are
passed on.
Friday's report on wholesale
prices$ which showed these increas-
1.0-percau for tliestraight
month, triggering the biggest one-day
loss on the stock market in nearly a
year. The market continued to fall on
Monday over inflation worries.
S&L industry lost $12 billion last year
3. Athletic Advievanent
4. Arts and Communication - graphic arts.
language arts. theatre arts.
Deadline: NOON. Wednesday. April 12, 1989.
Application forms can be picked up and returned
together with a letter of nomination or endorse-
ment to the Center tor Student Services, Au. Mr.
Dwight Rideout. Assistant Vice President and Dean
of Student Services. Second Floor. Memorial Union
(telephone 1406)
WASHINGTON (AP) — The bat-
tered savings and loan industry lost
a post-Depression record 512.1
billion last year and is facing a con-
tinued drain in 1989 from rising in-
terest rates. the government said
today.
The Federal Home Loan Bank
Board said the nation's 2.949 S&Ls
lost 52.3 billion in the fourth quarter,
pushing red ink for the year well past
the previous record of $7.8 billion set
in 1987.
The bank board said the heaviest
losses continue to be concentrated in
just a few institutions, with the 20
most-troubled institutions losing $2
billion in the fourth quarter.
For the year, the 12 percent of the
industry that is insolvent lost $14.8
billion, more than swamping the 52 7
billion earned by solvent institutions.
The agency also said the number of
insolvent institutions at year-end
declined for the first time in the
decade from 520 at the end of 1987
to 364 at the end of 1988. That was
the result of another post-Depression
record of 223 S&L closings and
government-assisted mergers.
James Barth, Chief economist of
the bank board, said rising interest
rates in 1989 would be "obviously
adverse, not good."
Much of 1988's red ink was old in
the sense that institutions finalbatiat
around to recognizing bad loans that
had long ago gone sour.
Analysts are divided over many
loan losses remain hidden in failed,
but still open, institutions, but they
are unanimous that it will be tougher
than last year for the profitable seg-
ment of the industry to make a
dollar.
Member of Aquino's security force
convicted of killing nine people
MANILA, Phillippines (AP) — A
member of President Corazon
Aquino's security force was oos-
victed Tuesday of killing nine people
and wounding three others in a
drunken shooting spree, and he was
sentenced to 300 years in prison.
Sgt. Marciano Contaoe received 30
years in prison for each of the nine
murder counts and a 30-year jail term
three, injuries,
prosecutor Maj. Victorio Pabanguil.
Records showed that Contaoe was
rinking with neighbors, most of
them soldiers, on May 21 when an
argument ensued. Contaoe. armed
with a .45 caliber pistol, killed five of
his companions and wounded
another, Pabanguil said.
After the shootint. Contaoe went
home, fetched an M-16 rifle and
barged into a neighbor's house.
where he killed four more people and
wounded two children. Contaoe was
arrested three days later.
--,Thw4.000-member—Presidential
Security Group is composed mostly
of soldiers drawn from the various
branches of the Philippines armed
forces.
Liaises 0....6114411.11;11.111Liatirrarroc jury 11,ortator
ROCKLAND, Maine (AP) — The
foreman of the-jury that convicted
Dennis Dechaine in the torture-
murder of a 12-year-old babysitter
says members of the jury never had
any doubt about the verdict. -- -
"Nobody's got guilt about it
because we were so certain about the
correctness of the decision," said
Bradley J. Hunter of Union, who is
serving as a spokesman for the seven
women and five men who decided
Dechaine's fate.
Dechainc, 31, a farmer from Bow -
—doinham, is scheduled to be senten..
•ed April 4, for his conviction on two
—counts of murder, two counts of
gross sexual misconduct and one
count of kidnapping stemming from
the July 6 killing of Sarah Cherry of
Bowdoin, who was abducted from a
auutir vrncr
The jury deliberated for two
before returning its verdict Olt
Saturday.
Hunter said the deliberations took
so long because of the time it took to
sift through the testimony of dozens
of witnesses and more than 100
exhibits.
"There were no particular stumbl-ing blocks," he said. "We were
trying to be so, so cautious with t''
analysis" of the evidence.
The jurors agreed not to discuss
how they reached their verdict, or
what evidence they considered most
important, but Hunter said somejurors cried after the verdict was
handed down.
"We all took it so seriously," he
said.
home where whe was babysitting.
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As East Gersuis mselisii NOW pat
I. the town of Goeriita.
are abundant. Top Kombinate produce
such stunning results as the announce-
ment last October of the production of
the East bloc's first one-megabyte
microchip.
Rather than any clever tinkering with
the planning system, skeptics point to
huge infusions of money from West
Germany, along with German discipline
and hard work as the reason East Ger-
many's communism is less disastrous
than anyone else's. Workers throughout
the country express a determination to
do their, jobs well, even without higher
wages or incentive pay. Shops are
sf.potless, service snappy in restaurants.
"The most important factor, without
a doubt, is the Prussian spirit," says
one Western diplomat. "People were
brought up to do a good job, and they
try to do it."
The problem is that high motivations
produces high expectations. East Ger-
mans don't compare themselves to poor
Poles, but to rich West Germans — and
the wealth of Western consumer goods_
which are displayed every day on
television.
What irks most is the high price of so-
called "Itutury goods." A television-
costsa whopping $2,500, or 846
hours of work by the average East Ger-
man. It takes only 96 hours of work for
the average West German to buy-i bet-
ter quality television. A chubby Wart-
burg car with a two-cylinder enginatosts
almost $15,000 or 3,807 hours of work
for the r.-erage East German. The
average West German needs work only
607 hours to buy a sleek Volkswagen.
The high prices are needed to fund the
huge well of subsidies.yrhich keep basic
social goods cheap. ic-ride on the ex-
(continued from page 1)
cellent Berlin public transport system,
tram, subway, or suburban railroad,
costs only 11 cents, the same price as in
1945. In neighboring West Berlin. the
ticket costs .$1.50. Rent for a four-room
apartment runs only $30 to $40 a month.
A thick loaf of bread is sold for less than
50 cents.
"We don't think everybody has to
have a car," says Professor Eugen
Faude at the Bruno Leuschner School
for Economics. "What's important is
keeping social services affordable."
But a growing number of people
disagree. Earlier this month, a renown-
ed economist, jurgen Kuctinsky, wrOir
an article in the party daily defending
the subsidy system for being egalitarian.
He was shocked by the response.
"More than 150 people wrote me
angry letters," he says. "Because
most people have their basic needs
satisfied, they  now want something
more."
Unfortunately, the present system will
have _difficulty providing that sweet ex-
tra for an emerging middle-class. In the
past two years, economic growth has
slowed, first tO 3.6 percent in 1987 and
- by 2 percentage points, meaning, as one
diplomat lit1. 9heyhad almost no
growth at all the last year."
. The problems are visible in a
deteriorating trade performance.
Exports to West Germany, the chief
Western Market, fell by 2 billion marks
last year, and the East Germans still sell
primarily low-quality textiles and semi-
finished petroleum products. Even this
niche could be endangered if the crea-
tion of a unified West European market
in 1992 ends the present special no-tariff
inter-German trading arrangement.
8 p.m.
the pit
$10 students
tickets available at the mine center for the arts ticket booth
_
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Students make film about crisisin B Salvador/
. by Caroline Austin
For The rompy-s
"We want to make people more
aware of what's going on in El Salvador.
The U.S. foreign policy is a failure —
civilians are suffering," said Louis
Racht, the director, producer, and co-
writer of a student-made film about the
crisis in El Salvador.
Racht and UMaine student Eth.an
Strimling recently finished making,
"Thc Cr El c"vador,"
which reveals the crisis from as recently
as last sunimer. The film. will make its
fteisia Thursday at 7 p,m, in 100 Neville
Hall.
After the film, Strimling. a history
major who is the film's leading actor.
will lead a discussion focusing not only
on the crisis in El Salvador, but also on
how and why two young activists go
about creating such a film.
"We think people will be interested
to know where their tax dollars are go-
ing, and what the Salvadoran govern-
ment does with the 1.5 million dollars
the U.S. sends to them daily," Striml-
ing said.
"During our locoed summer in El
Salvador, we went to different human
•
•
• 
• • • • • • • • • • •
casino
concerts
• • • •
rights organizations and talked with
many people to get their testimonies and
life histories."
Racht also travelled with one of the
main human rights organizations and
filmed excavations and other investiga-
tions into human rights violations.
The film shows a young man from the
United States on his trip to El Salvador.
At first, naive to the reality'heragbt
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• present
•
• a night
•
•
• with•
•
•
•
•
 
 Steven
•
. w
•
•
•
Friday, March 31-Erpm
All Seats Reserved
$16.50
ENTER F•
- -
•
R HE ARTS :
University of Maine, Orono
Tickets and Information call 207 581-1755 :
Phone orders 8:30 - 4:30 weekdays 
•
•
Box Office window open 10 - 3 weekdays •
VISA MASTERCARD
•••••••••••••••••••••••• oo.•••••o•o—
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find, he soon realizes the complexity of
the Salvadoran crisis.
"The Present Crisis in El Salvador"
details this discovery as he encounters .
Salvadorans, both privately, in their
homes, and publicly, mard-ng in the
--(-
streets, or fleeing from police.
Racht and Strimling chose to use the
medium of film as a means of reaching
the public for two main reasons. First,
.Racht, an English ahd theatre graduitte
from the University of Vermont, has et-
perience in the film industry. And
Strimling, who attended The _Willard
School, is an experienced actor.
Also, in the summer of 1987, both
Racht and Strimling taught and per-
formed political theatre at various
Salvadoran universities. They believe
they can reach more people in the
United States by creating a film than by
performing a stage production.
In the film, Racht and Strimling ven-
ture to expose one of the greatest
obstacles to a viable solution to the
Salvadoran crisis.
"If the U.S. runs the country
(through political and financial
leverage), they run it for business and
political interests, as opposed to human
interest," Strimling said. "They
forget that hundreds of thousands of
people are hungry and homeless."
Ract agrees.
"We want to show that the crisis in
El Salvador is still real and unresolv-
ed," he said. "There's a tendency to
think it's getting better, but it's not."
"Plenty of people cover the
catastrophic side of the crisis by repor-
ting events like major earthquakes or
war casualties, but we're more interested
Iii showing how the whole process of
U.S. policy affects everyday life down
there," Fie' said.
From the Salvadorans themselves„,
Ract and Strimling received a positive- -
response to their work.
"Graffiti says, 'Yankee Go Horne,'
but that refers more to the U.S. govern-
ment. When we talked to the people
one-on-one and told them what we were
doing, they were very supportive,"
Strimling said.
For Strimling, the most difficUlt
aspects of making this film are deciding
how the images will follow one another,
and making :he narration personal
enough to hdk: •:tic audience; attcraida,
but strong enough to get the point
across.
For Racht, the most difficult part, on
the practical les el. is financing the pro-
ject Since Racht and Strimling are
working independently, they must locate
and obtain all of the necessary resources
themselves.
However, despite the difficulties and
pressing deadline, both Racht and
Strimling sounded an enthusiastic "yes"
when asked if they planned to continue
film-making. Awareness is the key issue
for both Racht and Strimling, who
believe that U.S. citizens deserve, and
need, to know. more about the conse-
quences of their country's relations with
El Salvador. "In too many schools,"
Racht says, "no one suggests anything
but an immaculate foreign policy."
:NZ\
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Transport Secretary
LONDON (AP) — Embattled
ransport Secretary Paul Channon went
before a jeering Parliamentary on Tues-
day and denied he was lax an warning
airlines of a new type of terrorist bomb
before the Pan Am Flight 103 disaster.
Channon, often shouting above calls
for his resignation, said that after the
jumbo jet was blown apart over
Scotland on Dec. 21, he concealed from
Parliament for security reasons the in-
terr.ationgd alert about a radio-cassette
bomb.
He also said that at the time, he
thouaht the disaster could have been an
accident.
"1 told Parliament al! ! could,"
Channon said during a House of Co-n-
mons emergency debate, forced by the
oppoa Labor Party. "In investiga-
tions where there are also important
security matters it is essential that all of
us exercise a certain degree of
restraint. "
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
rallied to Channon's defense, declaring
that "totally unfair accusations have
been made against him by lesser
men."
But Channon. 54, appeared increas-
ingly defensive, and there was no sign
his appearance in the Commons, after
days of refusing to make a parliamen-
denies charges
Lary statement, would ease the
Onslaught.
Critics accuse him of muddled and
cavalier conduct, of bungling the warn-
ings from West German and U.S.
authorities, and of concealing informa-
tion until it is forced out.
Channon also denied charges that, to
try to distract attention from the furor
surrounding him, he leaked a false
report last week to a group of journalists
that police knew the bomber's identity.
Journalists disputed this.
"I think he is guilty as charged,"
said John Presc,mt, the Labor Party's
transport spokesman, after the angry ex-
changes in the Commons. Among other
things. Channon had confirmed "the
British authorities took 10 weeks" to cir-
culate a detailed warning, he said.
The latest controversy follows a
newspaper revelation March 16 that the
Department of Transportation warned
British airlines on Nov. 22 about a
radio-cassette bomb. A  similar bomb
destroyed the Pas Am jet over the Scot-
tish village of Lockerbie, killing all 259
people aboard the plane and 11 on the
ground.
The-Transport Department dated a
more detailed warning Dec. 19 but only
mailed that to British. U.S. and other
foreign airlines operating from British
Maine Bound sponsors slide show on
Alaska's National Wildlife Refuge -
The University of Maine's outdoor
education program. Maine Bound,
will be sponsoring a slide show on
Alaska's Arctic National Wildiae
Refuge entitled Refuge At Risk today
at 8 p.m. in the Damn Yankee of the
Memorial Union. Jonathon Water-
man, author sad explorer, will take
you on an enlightening and inspiring
journey into the serene beauty and
magic of the refuge as well as expain
the imminent evironmental
nightmare of oil development in the
refuge. Join Jonathon as he kayaks
90 miles down the Kongakut River,
paddles 70 miles amid the icebergs,
coastal plain and hypnotizing night
light of the Arctic Ocean, and shares
spectacular photography documen-
ting wildlife, landscapes, and Eskimo
village life. Refuge Al Risk is a
presentation not to be missed and will
hopefully spark you into taking an
active interest in its environment
message. Your support is crucial in
determining the refuge's fate.
If you love case life,
sake a career in it
Baaton-Bouv# College. at Northeastern University
in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Massa
chusetts that offers a Master's Delve, program in the
arts of student personnel services in higher educa
tion. By stressing both counseling and administrative
skills, the program trains you to effectively provide
stiglents with vital support services Two concentra
—
-litnitre offered COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
and ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE COUNSELING
The coursework and the student services practicum
may be completed in one year of full- time study or
on a part • time basis Many Of the full- time students
are awarded graduate assistantships that are
related to the pmgram and which provide partial or
full tuition remission and a stipend Some of the
assistantships also include free room and board
For more Information call (617)437-2706, or w rite
Graduate School. Boston -Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall.
Northeastern I !niversity. Boston, MA MI IN
Bostot4louve
College
Ii Norlinastern
ItJ University
to o•pral orginn am. anteman vv.
siNOVON1111,
-
airports in the second week of January,
well after the disaster.
The warning emanated from West
German authorities, who arrested a
Palestinian group with the bomb in late
Octet:ter.
The  ,U.S. Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration sent the warning to U.S.
airlines, including Pan Am, on Nov. 18.
Channon reiterated that the Dec. 19
warning was "unimportant,"
although copies show it contained ad-
ditional information about the physical
appearance and tither working of the
radio-cassette bomb.
He said it was delayed because
photographs were being prepared and
because some officials dealing with it
were caught up in the disaster
aftermath.
Channon agreed with a fellow Con-
servative Party legislator who said Pan
Am was to blame for letting the bomb
on board.
: British authorities maintain the bomb
was -put co at frankfort, where the
flight originated as a Boeing 727, and
transferred to a Boeing 747 at London's
Heathrow Airport for the flight to New
York.
The report about the bomber being
traced followed a lunch Channon had
with five parliamentary journalists at
London's Garrick Club on March 15. -
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To qualify for Warrant Officer
Flight Training, ill need a
high school diploma, and pref-
erably two years of college.
Then you must complete Army
Busse Training before going to
flight school. When you've
completed flight training, you
could have the wings of an
Army aviator.
To find out more about
Warrant Officer Flight Train-
Mg, contact your local Army
Recruiter.
Call 942-9165
Bangor Recruiting Station
AMY.
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Room sigwupfor students returnin
to the residence halls for Fall 1989 will
In April 3. M-auailable spacáfter
this process is completed will be allot-
ted for new students. Readmitted
students, students from off-campus and
current residents who fail to sign-up
during the process will be placed on
a waiting list pending auailable space.
:see .—itairmtmininerwom vr.3,7,4•9,:iro-et
FOI salmi infirmsfia coke
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Wye
SUESEERTIME
OUTTKX)R PATIO
AVAILABLE
Visit Our New Solari() Venetian
Sunroom For. Cocktails.
HOURS:
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday 4:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
CALL AHEAD FOR TAKE-OUT SERVICE
735 MAIN STREET a IR
942-1240
Read the Sports Page
And stay ahead of the game
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Sex fvf a t ters
Q: %i'hy are people so prejudiced
about homosexuality? Male, Junior
A: Several factors contribute to the
high anxiety some people feel about
homosexuality. The subjezt of sex in
general is not easy for many of us.
We talk about it with humor, which
allows, us to. avoid being serious
Most people have not had the chance
to talk about homosexuality serious-
ly and most people haven't had the
opportunity to talk with a gay per
son. Like other forms of prejudice.
negative feelings about homosexuali-
ty tend to be replaced with acceptance
and comfort when we have the op-
portunity to get the facts and to make
a personal connection. Sometimes
too, strong negative feelings about
homosexuality result from us not be-
ing sure about our own sexuality.
This ctuinges as we get to know, ac-
cept and trust our feelings. Then, the
way other people live their lives
doesn't seem tl pose such a threat
Q: What's it like being per? female.
Sophomore
A: Most gay people know from a
very early age that their sexual feet-ii ed
ings are differeisithan thiaieofthe4--
friends. •
They may not know what toci4114--- -
but they're aware that they have
always been attracted to people otthe
same sex.
Though each person's life is dif
ferent, feelings of isolation, fear,
confusion and loneliness seem to be
common denominators for most
young gay men and lesbian women.
None of us — heterosexual, bisexual
or homosexual — choose our sexual
orientation and' none of us can
change it. The only choices any of us
make is whether or not to accept and
celebrate who we are. Once a gay per-
son "comes out", he or she begins
the process of loving themselves. Life
begins to hold infinite possibilities
once you have affirmed your sexual
orientation. The feelings of isolation,
fear, confusion and loneliness arc
replaced with a sense of excitement,
strength, jot' and celebration. Being
gay becomes a gift.
Brian McNaught 
Q: How are gay people different
from straight people? Male, Firci
Year
A: Gay peopkrifitistraightpeople  
in general aren't all that different.
We all want and need the same
things in life. We want a sense °Tien',
a sense of belonging, a sense of im-
portance. We nerd nurturing, satis-
fying work and lose. We are all call-
to grow to our full potential. Yet,
there are differences. Mae dif-,
ferences remit from the toys
heterosexual and homosexual kids -
grow up in ow culture.
- If heterosexual kids couldn't date  
the person of their choosing; if they
had to -fear for their safety at all
times; if exposure of their heterosex-
ual feelings could mean the loss of the
lose of their famiiy, the support of
their church and employment oppor-
tunities, then gay people and straight
people would have a lot more in com-
mon. As is true for every other
minority community, gay people are
different from straight people  
becanse of their need to deal daily
with discrimination. Yet, when gay
people and straight people become
close friends, their differences seem
insignificant.
—Brian McNought is a nationally
known lecturer and author of On Be-
ing Gay. He will be speaking tonight
at 7:00 p.m. in 101 Neville Hall on
"Homophobia: What's Its Cause' Is
There a Cure?"
SUMMER BULLECINS NOW AVAILABLE
With just eight weeks remaining in the spring I -
semester, the 1989 Summer Session Bulletin is now I
available in 122 Chadbourne Hall. All May Term I
courses (beginning May 15) are included in the I
Summer Bulletin. Over 450 courses are being -
offered in new and expanded schedules. Register
early to ensure enrollment in the courses you want.
4111.
'flog' have questions call 581-3142. 
•
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• Cousteau Society member
to speak on ocean threats
by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
David Brown, a member of the Jac-
ques Cousteau Society will, lecture on
"Threats to Our Global Oceans,"
tonight at 8 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
Brown has a broad background of
expertise.
A researcher and naturalist, Brown
has explored and studied the wildlife,
terrain and peoples from the Caribbean
to Alaska and into the South Pacific.
Brown joined the Costeau Society in
i 984.
Sandy Bond, Cousteau Society super-
,. isor of research and communication,
said Brown has divided his time between
exploration work and the lecture circuit.
His work with the Cousteau Society
has taken him up some of the world's
greatest river systems, including the
Amazon, Mississippi and the Si.
--Lawrence.
 
 A certified diver, Brown has also
observed and documented whales,
dolphins and porpoises above and below
the water, and has worked as a
photographer on whale research pro-jects off the New England Coast.
Brown's lecture, is sponsored by
UMaine's Guest Lecture Series.
Bond, said the society is a non-profit,
member-supported organization,
"dedicated to protecting and improving
quality of life."
She explained the society provides
needed research and exploration, which
is used to help educate people about the
world and other people around them,
For example, the. society is nosit_
engaged in a five year expedition to
"rediscover the world." she said.
Both the society's ships, the Calypso,
a research vessel, and the windship Al-
cyone, are circumnavigating the world,
visiting places like Haiti, Cuba, Cape
Horn, New Guinea, Australia and many
others, collecting data on the conditions
of both animal and human life in each
region.
Bond said this expedition will
generate four films each year which will
be broadcast on Turner Broadcasting
System and independent affiliates.
In addition to presenting filmstrips
and lectures about research being done:
by its members, the society also pro-
duces books and short publications for
children and adults.
"Everything we do is for future
. generations, " Bond said.
"All of these things are different ways
to stress to importance of the protection
of global resources," she said.
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data
systemsI tag-
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
•
PER POWER
STATION
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE
(COMES WITH MICROSOFT WINDOWS 386
AND A MOUSE) .
ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN-
WITH_THEAMAZING1-386125 MHZ ADVANCED PC-TO
ACAD:441 IC PRODUCT
MAXIMUM 386/25 MHZ POWER!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
A MICROCOMPUTER
IV- RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SI-4IBLES HALL, um
(207) 581-2510
American Express.VISA. MasterCard Credit lards Accepted
• 80386 25MHz Microprocessor, 0 wait state'. 2111)
RAM, Standard • 64KB CACHE Standard • VGA
Video card • 2 Serial Ports Standard
data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BE FORE THE NAME GOES ON*
R MS- W11161111/386 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation
Prices object to change without notice
C 1988. Zenith Data Systems
7
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Senators need -
more initiative
he purpose of a student senate is to represent the
cnncrn,ç, of students, but few if any senators go
door-to-door asking students about their feelings
on campus issues.
Every week, senators vote on resolutions that are
primarily allocations of money. Is that because there are
no controversial issues on campus?
-- If senators took the time to ask their .conatiNency.
what their gripes are, the student body would be truly
represented. It seems senators are passively attending
senate, deciding whether to allocate money to a par-
ticular group. When it comes down to this, there is no
place for student representation.
Senators need to solicit the opinions of students
themselves to find out what can be done to make life as
a university student easier. Senates are used to solve
problems, create new legislation, and address controver-
sies. Lately, the senate is i device that is primarily used
for the distribution of the $17 student activity fee.
On February 28, student senators voted to give $9,000
to the Off-Campus Board for a Violent Femmes con-
ccrt. This money came out of the activity fee paid every
semester by students. This is one of the rare occurrences
where students were asked for their input. They were
polled in late November and asked what kinds of bands
they wanted to see.
More initiative is needed on the part of senators to
find out what students really want out of their activity
fee.
It is both the senators' job and the students' job to
make sure the senate is representing the views of the
student population. Senators need to be a little more in-
dustnous in obtaining students' opinions, and the
students need to make sure they are being represented.
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Club arlShopping with-Tamara Childs r in th1Y aPPro
oPen
through
the gutsI went grocery shopping the
other day with Tamara Childs,
the brilliant economist.
Everything was going fine
until we stopped in the
medicine and drug aisle so I
could pick up some toothpaste.
Then she got a strange,
dreamy smile on her face as I
stood, lost in my befuddlement,
and pondered which one of the
roughly 700 different brands
and types of toothpaste I
should buy.
"You know," she said,
waggling her finger at me. "It's
all a plot by the dental industry
to increase the divorce rate."
"What?" I asked.
"Well. I should think it
would be quite obvious," she
said, looking at me as ill had
asked her if the federal deficit
was still hanging around.
"I mean, all these
choices," she said staring at
the multitude of tubes lurking
on the stocked shelves. "It just
confuses things."
"Iti,a marriage the issue of
toothpiaste is no longer a sim-
ple question of whether to
squeeze the tube from the bot-
tom or the middle," she said.
"Now couples have to decide
whether to buy toothpaste in a
tube at all or go with the crowd
and buy the pump. Then, of
course, they have to decide
whether to buy regular flavor
or tarter control or wintergreen
•
Michael Di Cicco
fresh gel. I hen it's Crest or
Colgate or Aim or Pepsodent
or something else. The list goes
on and on," she said.
"Ah, I sec," I said, throw-
ing a tube of generic toothpaste
in my shopping cart and quick-
ly continuing down the aisle.
"Don't you understand?"
she °said, running after me,
refusing to let the subject go.
"All these new choices put a
real strain on a marriage,"
she said. "It's the kind of thing
that tears at the very fabric of
matrimonial bliss."
"The first thing anyone does
when they get into an argument_
and moves out is to run to the
drug store and buy a tube of
toothpaste.
"A happy couple buys one
tube of toothpaste," she said.
"An unhappy couple buys
separate tubes."
"That sounds logical," I
said, as I hurried past the
frozen food.
"Of course it is," she quip-
ped. "Did you know the steady
climb in this country's divorce
rate is directly proportional to
the constant increase in the
variety of available
toothpaste?" she said.
"Really," I said pretending
-wise interested.
"Yep," she said.
"Every time the door of love
slams shut on a poor unsuspec-
ting couple, an extra tube of
toothpaste is bought and the
dental industry cheers," she
said.
"k's plain good for their
business. And what's good for
the dental industry is good for
America," she said firmly.
"Yeah," I mumbled, nod-
ding my head and jogging on to
my last stop, the soap aisle.
As I stood trying to decide
which bar in a myraid of soap
packages I should buy, she got
that strange, dreamy smile on
her face again.
"You know," she said.
"All this soap is really just a
Plot  by the defense department
to se more fastfood ham-
burgers."
I ram toward the checkout
counter and didn't "ook back.
Michael Di Ciccoliasenior
journalism major from Essex
Junction, Vermont.
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esPonse
Gay people's
rights
To the editor:
According to recent studies,
a disproportionate number of
teenage suicides occur among
young people who, once they
figure out that they are gay,
find it impossible to wiccpt their
sexual orientation or go on liv-
ing in a society that is violently
hostile to gay people. FBI
statistics now show "queer
bashing" to be the most fre-
quently perpetrated hate-crime
in America. In a social climate
that encourages the murder of
gay people, and in which judges
from Maine to Texas give
delirious sermons on the
murderer's "right to self
defense," it takes a lot of
courage to identify oneself
publicly as supportive of les-
bians' civil rights.
Nevertheless, four brave
souls did just that in letters to
this paper (March 1 and 2) that
responded to two previously
published bigoted letters.
They defended gay people's
right not only to go on living in
the same world as straight peo-
ple, but even to "flame their
sexuality" (see Sampson letter
of Feb. 28) by watching a slide
show and listening to stories in
the Memorial Union.
Members of the Wilde-Stein
Club are glad to see other peo-
rle in the. University communi-
ty approaching these issues with
open minds, thinking things
through and, especially, having
the guts to speak out.
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Interested in writing aAiest. column?
Contact the Daily Maine Campus.
Membership of the Wilde-Stein ir  
Club, gay, lesbian, bisexual
student support group at UM
C
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Chinese mainlanders and residents make ties
  cornmeniary by John Hughes
-to
•
On a humid September night 24 years ago,
assassination squads sped through the streets of
the Indonesian capital of Jakarta.
Their targets were generals of the Indonesian
army's high command.
At the generals homes, the attackers used
various ruses to take the commanders captive.
Pretending to be messengers from President
Sukarno. they sometimes told the generals they
were summoned to a crisis meeting at the
presidential palace. In some cases, generals were
suspicious, resisted, and there were firefights. At
the home of the top army commander, General
Nasution, his small daughter was killed in the
shooting. Nasution himself, though wounded,
escaped by flinging himself over a wall.
The generals who were captured were taken
to Haim air force base, just outside Jakarta, and
there brutally murdered.
Toe assassins were members of the Indonesian
Communist Party (PKI), and by wiping out the
army's high command, the PKI had launched the
firit designed to bring it to power.
The PKI was particularly close to Communist
China; so were key officers in the Indonesian air
force. Air force officers were in a position to
facilitate traffic between Indonesia and China,
and the flow of weapons from China to In-
donesia. Travel to Beijing by officials of the PKI
was ftecjuent. 
While the air force, and the navy, leaned
toward the left, the army was more traditional,
more skeptical, and an obstacle to the amibitons
of the Indonesian Communist Party and its
Chinese ally. Hence the targeting of the army's
commanders.
In the aftermath of the coup attempt, In-
donesia was plunged into dangetous chaos. The
army regrouped under new leadership, thrusting
forward a general named Suharto — the same
Suharto who ultimately became president of the
country.
After waiting initially for President Sukarno
to order a crackdown against the communists (an
order which never came), the army moved to ex-
tract angry vengeance. The communists were
vanquished. Some leaders were killed.
Some went into hiding. Others sought refuge
in China and remain there today.
Many thousands who had supported the PKI
were butchered by the army and by antagonistic
villagers. Particular targets were Indonesia's
minority Chinese citizens — partly because of
public anger against China, and partly because
the savvy Chinese dominated much of In-
donesia's commerce.
Sukarno was ousted, the army took Alitical
control, broke relations with China, and wren-
ched Indonesia away from its leftward Course.
So t is l.tlat relations between Indonesia and
China have until aow remained frigid. The In-
donesian army men who lost their commanding
generals in the coup attempt, and who rebuilt the
country afterwards, suspect China of complici-
ty in the affair — a charge which China denies.
But with old antagonisms fading, and alliances
all over Asia being transformed, these two huge
Asian countries have at last agreed to restore ties.
President Suharto met Chinese foreign minister
Qian Qichen in Tokyo at the funeral of Emperor-
Hirohito and the two agreed to start talks as the
reestablishment of relations.
The price for Indonesian recognition of China
is a guarantee from the Chinese not to meddle
in Indonesia's affairs, and to forbid political ac-
tivity in China by Indonesian communists in ex-
ile there.
It is a decision based on pragmatism.
Since 1985 there has been informal trade bet-
ween the two countries amounting to more than
two billion dollars.
But the army will be watching the development
of Sino-Indonesian ties very carefully. Chinese
requests to open consulates in certain provincial
cities will be discouraged. Ties between Chinese
mainlanders and Chinese residents in Indonesia
will be under surveillance.
Indonesians in authority have long and bitter
memories of the events of 1965 and of their
perception of China's role in them.
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----4continued from page 11
"I was almost positi,e that it
wasn't going to pass," he said.
Uirickson said Kennedy urged him
to return to the senate because he was
sure the resolution would fail.
The .resolution', acceptance sur-
prised Ulrickson.
"I really have no idea how it pass-
ed," he said.
11Irickson feels responsible that it
passed because he agreed to return to
the senate.
He called the debate "unprofes-
sional," saying the behavior of the
senators was a "circus."
"I wish they had taken their circus
'.somewhere else besides the senate,"
be said. "I'm not against the concert,
I'majainst the need for the money
and c way it was brought
about"
oos sai he resented a iot of the
,cnators'who It the (KB was try-
ing to get mor money from, the
senate. 
‘.\
Part of the probleni,,she said, was
that senators didn't understand infor-
mation on both sides.
Loos said she didn't feel was
valid for the student senate to it
was wrong for the OCB to make
profit.
"We are the most accountable
board on the senate" she said.
"We are the only board thMmanates
out budget. Management stimulates
growth."
She explained that the "growth"
was in the form of profits — profits
that are circulated back to the student
body in the form of other activities.
Loos said even though the alloca-
tion is a lot, of money, it's
worthwhile. !
"It's a thing that a It of students
have been cra,ing for all year,"
she said. "There should be a major
concert up here. OCR shouldn't be
sponsoring a major concert, but no
one else is."
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Dan Bustard
Winkin still
has the fire
Not too many coaches would he
happy with a 6-17 record.
But then again, there aren't too
many coaches like John Winkin, who
approaches the game of baseball with
a passion so strong you can see it in
Ls eyes.
To listen to Winkin talk about this
year's team, you would think they
have a shot of advancing beyond the
ECAC tournament, where UMaine
fell last year after dropping its first
Iwo games. 
.
Winkin appeift-h) Time so .m
faith in his freshman, which-can be
hard for coaches to do, especially
successful ones.
Three freshmen will be starting pit-
chers. Two will be the Black Bear
double-play connection. In all, only
four seniors are on the team this year.
-TO hear him talk of Mike D'An-
drea and compare his spirit with
former UMaine great Billy Swift,
Winkin shows how his coaching style
can allow freshmen to jump in at the
Division I level. 
_.-- - ---
"D'Andrca faced Texas MM.
Kentucky and Miami," Winkin
said. "He pitched magnificantly.
Those big starts showed that he will
be a good pitcher. He has Billy
Swift's game temperament. He *ants
the ball."
In talking to the first coach in New
England to reach 700 wins, you can
feel the enthusiasm Winkin has for
the game of baseball.
But all coaches are able to pinpoint
just what is good and bad about a
team, as well as who is to be the one
who will challenge for ths_low_____
For UMaine, Hartford is the team
ti:o beat, according to Winkin.
"Hartford is a very good hitting
team, and they have gotten off to a
good start." Winkin said. "If we
are to contend, we will need good pit-
ching and defense." •
Now that may sound like,,
something any coach would say, but.
Winkin deals only in truths.
With a young pitching staff, un-
predictable spring weather and con-
stant weekend doubleheaders, the
Black Bear hurlers would be a key
regardless.
But WinkiallOSITistWiaith in his
team, which was unable to go any
further that ECA ' New Englandt
champs. UMaine . t in the ECAC
tournament, w ich is compromised
by the five sub-division winners and
one at-large team.
For the Black Bears to perform
well, they will have to mature
quickly.
And follow a coach who still has
the fire in his eyes.
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Winkin feeling optimistic after
baseball- team% spring trip
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
The University of Maine baseball
team returned from its annual spring
trip with a 6-17 record, but a win over
the University of Miami Sunday tuts
given Head Coach John Winkin reason
to be pleased.
"This trip was invaluable," Winkin
said. "It was a 10 (on a scale of one to
10) in terms of the purpose. We faced
outstanding pitchers, good hitters and
well-coached teams."
Winkin also described the swing
through Texas and Florida as a good
"crash course" in preparing for the rest
of the season.
"Basically, we have four seniors, and
the rest are young," Winkin said.
"This couldn't have been a better ex- -
perience for us.
"I am disappointed in the amount of
losses, but we were in so many games.
The other team either got the big pitch
or big hit."
UMaine defeated Miami 4-3 on na-
tional television after the Hurricanes
won two games over the Black Bears 8-1
and 2-0, allowing UMaine only one hit.
"Those were three great games,"
.V inkin said. "(Miami coach) Ron
Fraser said that those were three of the
best games he has seen."
Winkin expects the trend of improve-
ment set at the end of the trip will con-
tinue, as long as Mother Nature doesn't
intervene.
"We were competitive against every
team, but we were the big play away
from winning a lot of games. I think we
showed our mettle although our record
doesn't show it."
UMaine faced some of the stiffest
,:ompetition in the country, playing
three of the top four teams in the na-
tion. Texas A&M, Texas University and 
Miami. „.
"We had Teas 8-3, but- (Mike)----
LeBlanc couldn't hold it."
Senior pitcher Mike LeBlanc,
UMainc's top reliever, saw action in
rune games, but had a hard time getting
NIMS—remain
Five teams spent all winter -
trying tO catch up to New York in the
National League East, and the Mets
has e spent three weeks this spring help-
ing them do it.
Ali is not well with baseball's most
SUCCeaSful team over the last five years.
In that period, the Mets have won at
least 90 games a year, averaging 97, yet
have only one World Series ring to show
for it.
The Mets' toughest opponent seems
to be themselves.
- On March 2,--ittfort-St7-Locie, Fla.,
the uneasy battle for leadership on the
club resulted in an ugly incident on team
photo day when Darryl Strawberry took
a swing at Keith Hernandez.
The day resulted in a double negative
when Strawberry walked out of camp
over a contract dispute. The All-Star
right-fielder came back, but said he
would leave New York after his contract
expired in 1990.
Some Mets are asking to be traded
—
IlbOIUMaine baseball seam retuned fres aniand spike trip with ad-17
Head Coach John Winkle' Is OM eptamiede at Se Meek Bears will cal
for the ECAC New England title.
going before getting the save against for the season with a tear in the ulna
Miami. serve area of his right arm.
"Mike overperched early," Winkle "That leaves an open spot in the
said, "but the key was to let him pitch bullpen, which Thomas might fill if
his way out of it and not give up on hitic—TTayloiviilioady. "
LeBlanc showed against Miami that if The batting lineup looks set: Brian
we can get to him, he will do the Seguin, David Martorana, Markjob." Sweeney, Mike DeLucia, Andy Hat-
Three freshmen will be a major part tung, Don Hutchinson, Tim Scott, Col-
of the pitching rotation, and two more in Ryan and Mike Dutil.
will man second base and shortstop.
Ben Burlingame, Mike D'Andrea and
Larry Thomas will all see action, with
an injury to sophomore Gary Taylor
throwing a question mark into this
weekend's trip to New York and New
Jersey.
Taylor felt pain in his throwing
shoulder Sunday and had to be pulled
in the second inning.
"Taylor would be a tough loss,"
Winkin said.
UMaine lost its number two reliever,
righthander Chuck Nadeau, probably
Winkin does not expect too much
power from this lineup, making the of-
fensive strategy hit-and-runs, bunting
and, of course, key hits.
"We needed more offense on this
trip," Winkin said, "but we faced
such good pitching.
"Our key is to keep our momentum
going, and hopefully the weather will
cooperate."
UMaine faces New York Tech and
Scton Hall this weekend.
favnritcm in 14+11_
because they don't play and others are
unhappy because of where they play.
New York Mets
On offense, the Mets have very little
oser any team in the NI. East but hard-
ly any team in baseball can match the
rotation of Dwight Gooden (18-9, 3.19
ERA), Ron Darling (17-9, 3.25), David
Cone (20-3, 2.22), Bob Ojeda (10-13,
2.88) and Sid Fernandez (12-1 1, 3.03).
All five also had 25 starts or more.
New York led the majors with a team
ERA of 2.91 and allowed only 404
walks.
Despite the brilliant pitching, the
Meta were_ only a .500 team from May
22-Aug. 21 (41-41).
Molders! Expos
After challenging the Cardinals in
1987, the Expos slipped last season to
81-81. For a while it seemed they would
give the Mets a run, too, but a nine-
game losing streak ruined that
possibility.
Manager Buck Rodgers thinks the ad-
Eastrace
dition of right-hander Kevin Gross from
Philadelphia (12-14) and slick-fielding
Spike Owen at shortstop could make the
Expos serious contenders again.
The Expos had the third lowest ERA
in the majors at 3.08 and may be even
better this year. Gross joins a rotation
of Dennis Martin, Randy Johnson and
Scott Holman.
Pittsburgh Pirates
It seems like the second-place Pirates
are coming off a super season, yet they
finished 15 games behind the Mets.
Former GM Syd Thrift thought the
reason was the bench, so he went out
and got outfielders Gary Redus and
Glenn Wilson and infielder Ken
Oberkfell. Management thought he was
spending too much and let Thrift go.
Thrift win be remembered for mak-
ing some great deals, though.
He got outfielder Andy Van Slyke
(.288, 25 HR, 100 RBI) and catcher
(see ML EAST page 13)
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UMaimes-Smith
named to All-
Academit Team
for second year
Dean Smith, junoir forward on the
University of Maine basketball team,
has been named a GTE Academic AS-
American, second team, in balloting by
the College Sports Information Direc-
tors of America.
The announcement was made March
1 and included the names °ribose
selected to three teams in the Universi-
ty Division. It is the second year that
Smith has been named to the national
Academic All-American team. Last
year, he was a third-team selection.
An electrical engineering major.
Smith has an accumulative grade point
average of 3.86 on a 4.0 scale. He is a
member of Tau Beta Pi, the enigineer-
ing honor society; winner of Maine's
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Award as a
sophomore: winner of Tau Beta Phi's
sophomore engineering award; and a
member-of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers Honor Society.
This season, Smith started 17 of
U.Mairic's 25 gani, averaging 10 points
and three rebounds. His season high was
22 points against U.S. international. a
game in which he also had six assists
Only two playcrs from New England
,were named on the first two All-
Academic teams. Besides Smith, Mike
Ryan of Yale also was selected to the se-
cond team.
Alec Kessler ,of Georgia, a 3.88 stu-
dent in microbiology, was named
Academic All-American of the Year.
Dean Sada was ouned to the 'mood team of the GTE All-A osericals team March1. Smith was a third-team selection last year.
NFLowners
attempt to
curb fan noise
PALM DESERT, Calif. (AP)— NFL
owners voted by the narrowest of
margins Tuesday to cut down on what
has become known as the "Dome-field
'advantage" by penalizing teams whose
crowds keep the offense from running
plays.
• Under the new ruli, which got the
bare MilltiMuM 21 votes needed for new
rules, referees will be authorized to take
fime outs from teams whose fans make
enough noise to continually disrupt
offenses.
That happens primarily in domes,
although at least three teams that play
in domes, Minneapolis, New Orleans
and Detroit, voted for the Change and
proponents noted that crowds can also
disrupt outdoor games.
The rule would not have been approv-
ed if Minnesota general manager Mike
Lynn had been present. Lynn, an ada-
mant foe of the proposal, had to leave
the floor for a committee meeting and
told Coach Jerry Burns to "vote his con-
science." Burn voted for the rule.
"We have a democracy in -Min-
nesota." Lynn later explained.
The owners also approved
unanimously a resolution that would im-
pose penalties ranging from fines and
suspension to loss of a draft choice
against any team feigning injury.
The most notable instance of that oc-
curred in the Seattle-Cincinnati playoff
game last year. when Seahawks nose
tackle Joe Nash remained on the ground
six times on third down plays so that his
team could get a nickel defense onto the
-
BRIAN McNAU HT'
- -Award-winning writer, acclaimed lecturer, ad educational consultant
Certified by the American Association of Sex Educitüis, Counselors and Therapists
, Received Margaret Sanger. Awardi_Institute for Famt1y.Reseacb and Education, Syracuse
University, for contributing to the public's understanding of homosexuality (1979)
Outstanding Young Men of America (1978 and 1979)
Mayor_of Boston's Liaison-to the Gay and Lesbian Community (1982-84)
The Journal of Sex Education and Therapy describes his critically acclaimed video "A
Conversation with Brian McNaught —On Being Gay," as "Enlightening and outstanding"
LECTURE
_
"Homophobia: What's Its Cause? Can It Be Cured?"
7 p.m. Wednesday.. March 22
101 Neville hail
Sponsored by the Sexual Orientation Services Committee
••••
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LPGA--still sufferingfrom lack of exposure
by Larry Eldridge_
Christian Science Monitor
• •
BOSTON— The Ladies Professional
Golf Association is tired of its perennial
role as poor stepsister to the other ma-
jor:spectator sports. And while it may
not be realistic to expect equal billing
just yet, there's clearly room for im-
provement -- which explains the choice
of marketing expert William A. Blue as
the LF`GA's new comissioner.
It's a tough sell for a sport that has
historically had problems with recogni-
tion and irriaae but Mr_ Blue ex:wen...AK
confidence that he can make it happen.
"The opportunity for growth is
there." he says. "The key is to make
sure that everybody in the organization
knows what we want to accomplish and
that we're all going in the same direc-
tion at the same time."
It won't be easy, though, as Blue is
undoubtedly aware.
Women's golf just hasn't taken off
over the past couple of decades the way
•NL East
women's tennis has. Nor is women's
golf anywhere near the men's tour—or
even the senior men's tour—in populari-
ty and recognition.
The reasons aren't hard to discovt r:
except for the rare superstar like a Nan-
cy Lopez, there's been a notable lack of
big-name attractions. Another problem
is the absence of well-known tour-
naments with the same sort of tradition
and public recognition as, say the Grand
Slams of tennis and men's goif.
Asked how he intends to overcome all
this, Blue says:
"'In one word: television. "
"We need a cohesive, focused ap-
proach to TV, o,erit by eiyent. " hc
says. "We have to find a vehicle that can
offer from six to 10 events, where we
can emphasize that here are the 150 best
female players in the world, and show
people how good they are."
TV, of course, means commercial
sponsors—which is where Blue comes
in. With his professional background in
national and international marketing, he
Mike LaValliere (.261, 47 RBI) from St.
Louis, and pitchers Doug Drabek (15-7)
and Brian Fisher (8-10) from the New
York Yankees.
Si. Louts Quassia
The Cardinals finished 25 games
behind New York last season but they
are still the team the Mets fear most.
Perhaps with good reason.
Three times in the 1980s the Cards
went from NL champions to sub .500
the next season. So last year's 76-86
finish must mean big things for St.
Louis in 1989, right? Well, maybe.
The Cards started 1988 with an ob-
vious power shortage and helped by ac-
quiring Tom Brunansky and Pedro
Guerrero.
Still, the Cards finished last in the ma-
jors in homers with only 71. Oakland's
Jose Canseco and Mark McGwire com-
bined for 74 homers.
(continued from pep
Aden° Cubs
There will be more night games at
Wrigley Field this year and probably
more losses for the Cube than in 1988
when they finished 77-85.
The home team should score lots of
runs in Wrigley, but don't expect much
offense this year.
Chicago went from 209 home runs in
1987 to 113 last year. As a team, the
Cubs hit .261 but had trouble scaring
Pliiindeiphia Mlles
At 35, Nick Leyva is the youngest
manager in baseball. It's a good thing,
because he will need lots of nine to build
this team into a winner.
In 1988, the Phillies finished last at
65-96 because the pitching was horrible.
And, without traded top starters
Shane Rowley and Kevin Gross, the
numbers might even be worse this year.
WE'D LIKE TO
REMIND YOU THAT THE
UNCENSORED CONTENT
OF THIS NEWSPAPER IS
MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE CONSTITUTION-OF
THE UNITED STATES:
Luncheon Discussion Series
Market Socialism
Really Socialism?
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
Thursday, Mar. 23, 12:20 pm
This noontime series is being soonsored by
the Maine Peace Action Committee IMPAC).
The union Board (TUI3). and The Maine Chnstian
Association 
_ _
MEET ME AT
knows what corporations are looking
for.
Something Blue must overcome is the
belief that women don't plai„golf well
enough to be worth watching.
." A lot of people have the perception
that we're like the women who play at
the country club," says Donna
Caponi, two-time United States
Women's Open champion. She joined
Blue here at one of the meet-the-media
interview sessions he has been holding
around the country.
"We want the chance to show
,(-iewers) how good we are, how far we
hit it. We have a game that can appeal
to everybody. Sixty-five percent of the
golfers are men, and we swing more like
the average man. But women can learn
from us, too."
A more damaging image problem is
a life style issue. Rumors persist that the
women's golf tour contains a much
higher that average proportion of
homosexuals. The controversy was rais-
ed prominently in a recent issue of
Sports Illustrated magazine.
/ "What you're talking about is a
• perceived image," says Blue, respon-
ding to a question about the article. If
there are any homosexual women pro
golfers, he continued, "I don't know
who they are." In any case, Blue says.
he didn't intend to pry into anyone's
private life as long as the players "con-
duct themselves as professionals, enjoy
the game and entertain the public."
Despite its problems, the LPGA has
come a long way since its inception 40
years ago. And so has the game of
women's golf in general.
"I remember not being allowed on my
f. —
high school team, which was strictly for
boys," says Caponi. "When I joined
the tour at the age of 19, 1 was green as
grass. I knew how to play because I was
strong and I could hit, but I hadn't had
any real experience."
"But today it's a whole different story
with high-school golf, junior programs
and college. A lot of universities have
great courses and Title IX (a federal
mandate for equal athletic and educa-
tional opportunities for men and
women) has gone a long way toward the
development of young women who
otherwise wouldn't have gone to college.
"So now, by the time these women
get to the tour, they're ready to win.
Which is a far cry from the way it was
in my day."
Blue intends to keep things moving
forward, and this connection he is
especially interested in building up the
LPGA an terms of teaching pros, too.
"We have probably twice as many
teaching pros as touring ones," he
says. "It's a group that in many ways
has been forgotten, but I think any of
our touring pros would agree that these
people constitute one of the most impor-
tant marketing mild* available."
In concluding, glue disagreed with
those who say the LPGA is beset by
more problems than it can hope to
overcome:
"The only- probtern we 'hive- is mak-
ing sure people know who we are and
what we're all about," he says. "This
is a tour that is healthy, alive, positive
and growing. And it's going to be an in-
creasingly significant factor not only in
the game of golf, but in sports entertain-
ment in general in the 1990's"
FREE LECTURE
Best Selling Author
rt Tr' TT
INILIL
SHEEHAN
He_spent 16 years in Vietnam and -
wrote the award-winning-book,
A BRIGHT
SHINING LIE
John Paul Vann and
America in Vietnam
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22,8 P.M.
Hutchins Concert Hall
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono -
Sponsored by:
Distinguished Lecture Series
Uniyersity of Maine, Orono, Maine
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Drug laws send mixed message to youth
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Current
state drug laws send a mixed message to
Maine youths, telling them a little bit Of
marijuana is OK, advocates of reimpos-
ing criminal penalties of pot told a
legislative panel Tuesday.
• But the Judiciary Committee was also
warned that restoring criminal sanctions
or possession of small amounts could
jam court pockets and county jails.
Since 1976. Maine law has considered
possession of less than 1.5 ounces of
marijuana a civil violation, punishable
by no more than a $200 fine.
The chief sponsor of the new bill.
Rep. Nathaniel Crowley, D-Stockton
Springs, told the panel Tuesday his ob-
jective was to discourage youths from
smoking marijuana. He said
decriminalizing small amounts has led
to confusion.
"It's like being a little pregnant, a lit-
tle bit of it's all right. Well, a little bit
isn't all right," Crowley said.
Backing Crowley was Public Safety
Commissioner John Atwood, who
echoed his complaints, saying current
law suggests that "the use of marijuana
was no more serious than a minor motor
vehicle offense, a petty infraction."
Atwood recalled the debate before the
Legislature in 1976, and said two things
have.. changed since then.
"The smoke people are taking into
their lungs today is far more potent than
the marijuana of 15 or 20 years ago,"
he said, implying a more dangerous level
of intoxication due to increased levels of
THC, the halucinagenic ingredient in
marijuana.
Secondly, he said, his department
now considers marijuana to be a
"gateway drug," one that leads to ex-
perimentation with other, more addic-
tive drugs. -
Testifying against the bill was Sally
Sutton of the Maine Civil Liberties
Union, who said that smoking man-
liana is no more dangerous than tobac-
co or alcohol, that there is no evidence
to indicate it leads to usage of harder
drugs, and that investigation and pro-
secution of those suspected and arraign-
ed for possession of less than 1.5 ounces
would place an intolerable burden on
police forces and court systems.
"It would be irresponsible to pass this
bill without looking at the county jail
(overcrowding) situation," she told
.the panel.
Speaking neither for nor against the
bill, officials from the Penobscot Coun-
ty District Attorney's office agreed on
the difficulties the court system would
have absorbing thousands of new cases
if the bill was approved:
The proposed bill, would be
punishable by not more than 11,000 in
fines and not more than 11 months im-
prisonment. Additional offenses would
bring penalties of up to $2,000 in fines
and imprisonment of up to two years.
The bill also stipulates that anyone
knowingly in the presence of marijuana
would be charged and subject to
penalties similar to first offenders.
Finally, the bill states that any law en-
forcement officer with probable cause
has the authority to arrest withot a war-
rant, regardless of whether the violation
was coMmitted in his presence.
Atwood suggested changing the
language of the section that refers to
"being in the presence of marijuana"
and limitina the violation, to thoag in
possession. •
Atwood also suggested that the panel
consider crimializing the offense only
after the first violation, giving ex-
perimenters a break. When questioned,
he said his department would suggest
limiting the arresting powers of law en-
forcement officers
Dr‘t-e% ;e F‘t‘ifei party politics, Israeli leadersIG Ql Col BO la r‘o
JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir and Shimon
Peres, ,his political rival and partner, -
said Tuesday that peace is above party
politics despite a battle within their--
troubled coalition over talking with the
PLO.
Shamir and Peres, who is finance
minister and leads the center-left Labor
Party, held a news conference after ad-
dressing 1,600 international Jewish
leaders invited by the government to ex-
press solidarity with Israel.
Ili* appearance followed tleintrover-
sy over the Palestine -Liberation
Organization inspired by leaks of a
secret intelligence report that said local
-Palestinians would not enter peace talks
without the PLO's blessing.
More than 400 Palestinians and at
least 17 Israelis have been killed since a
Palestinian uprising more than 15
months ago in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, which Israel captured in the 1967
war. -
In TelAviv on Tuesday. a Palestinian
Are you looking for a summer job? Are
you interested in making money this...
summer?-'There are-a number of-student
summer jobs available in Residential Life
ranging from painters, receptionists.
custodial helpers, dining services workers,
-etc.-vetc.
pplications for Summer Student Employment
in the department of Residential Life can
be made at the West Campus office,
101 Wells Commons starting immediately.
Applications may be made in person, or onrequest an application packet will be
mailed to you.
:!
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who brandished a commando knife and
shouted "Allah is great!" stabbed an
elderly Jewish man and wounded two
other people before police shot and cap-
tured him, authorities reported.
Soldiers in the occupied Gaza Strip
seriously wounded a Palestinian who at-
tacked an army patrol with an ax. Arab
witnesses said the patrol tried to stop a
wake for a brother killed by the army
last week.
Under such a plan, Israel would ac-
cept people who supported PLO posi-
tions if they did not hold PLO member-
ship. That could help break the
deadlock created by Palestinian in-
sistance on PLO participation and
Israel's refusal to deal with the PLO,
which it considers a terrorist
organization.
Science Minister Szer Weizman said
Tuesday he would like to meet Yasser
Araiat, but said the PLO chairman must
show he is a leader wan can "deliver"
on pledges. Weizman a a Labor Party
member known foraimaspoken views.
Peres, who on accused Shamir of
paralyzing the ceseeprocess, emphasiz,
ed unity at their news conference.
"Every difficulty that we are liable to
face in the future will not come from
here," he said. "Here, there is
readiness to unite as much as possible
to advance peace."
"I wouldn't like there to be anyone
among us, whether he belongs to the
Likud of Labor, who will think that -
because of internal conflicts we couldn't  
get things started."
Shamir will visit the United States
with new peace proposals is two weeks.
The conference of Jewish leaders ap-
peared designed to bolster Israel's posi-
tion against mounting U.S pressure for
more flexible positions.
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Apple Announces Rebates'
on Selected Computers
toward purchase of peripherals
1-, or- D I
lviaL,111LOSil DisinUleS
Macintosh SE
• 2 800k Disk Drives
• 8 mhz 68000 Processor
• I Megabyte of RAM
• Internal Expansion Slot
• Standard Keyboard
• ImageWriter II Printer
Macintosh SE HD20
• i.Internal 20 Megabyte Hard Drive
• 1 800k Dist Drive
•8 mhz 68000 Processor
• 1 Megabyte. of RAM
• Internal Expansion Slot
• Standard Keyboard
• ImageWriter II Printer
Normal Price $2259 Normal Price
Less Rebate $150 Less Rebate
New Price $2109 New Price
$2767
$200
$2567
Other Configurations Available
Come on down to the 
' Micro Computer Resource Center
(Room 1 1 in the basement of Shibles)
 
between 9-Ii ad2-4 onW•;
and Fri. for all the details.
Rebate offer lasts only until March 31st so hurry'
Certain restrictions apply. All rebates subject to strict compliance
with terms and conditions of the "Apple Pays Half" program
Guidelines are available at your authorized Apple reseller. Offer void
where prohibited by law.
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GUEN LECTME (SEME6
is proud to present...
DAVID 0. BROWN
Cousteau Team Member
Time: March 22 8:00 P.M.
Place: Hauck Auditorium (Memorial Union)
free to the Public
Topic: Threats to Our Global Oceans
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